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|  UNIT 12

Key Points

UNIT 01 Sentence Structure

Check the correct box for the underlined words.

1. My grandpa is a great artist. [        ] Complement [        ] Object

2. People eat lunch at noon. [        ] Complement [        ] Object

3. A girl is washing her hands. [        ] Complement [        ] Object

4. Danny’s idea sounds wonderful. [        ] Complement [        ] Object

D

C

Check Up

Match the correct sentence structure.

1. My name is Becky Sargent. • • S + V

2. Some children write diaries in English. • • S + V + C

3. My neighbor’s dog is barking loudly. • • S + V + O

B

Read the sentences and divide into subject and predicate.

1. Your brother / looks upset.

2. Jackie wears a scarf and a pair of gloves.

3. Cats and dogs fight with each other.  

4. The beautiful woman sings an opera song.

5. The snow on the roof is melting.

A

Circle the subject and underline the verb.

1. Mr. Stout feels very tired.

2. A lot of boys wear shorts in summer.

3. The green sweater is warm and soft.

4. My friend and I bake cookies together.

/

/

/

/
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UNIT 1 |  3

E
Choose the correct answers.

1.   plays the piano every day.

(a) Is  (b) They (c) Amy (d) Amy and I

2. Mr. Hanson   math at school.

(a) is (b) teaches (c) teacher (d) English

3. The train station   very busy.

(a) sees (b) walks (c) cooks (d) is

4.   in the east.

(a) The sun  (b) Rises  (c) The sun rises      (d) Rises the sun

5. My mother   after meals every morning.

(a) does (b) dishes (c) does the dishes (d) the dishes does

Edit & Write

Correct the wrong parts and rewrite the sentences.

1. Matt and I to school walk.   

2. My uncle a famous actor. My uncle is a famous actor.  

3. A lot of milk we drink.  We drink a lot of milk.  

4. This soup sour and spicy tastes.  This soup tastes sour and spicy.  

5. Invitation cards make the children.  The children make invitation cards.  

F

Unscramble the sentences filling in the blanks with the correct words.

1.          .

2. The singer    looks    handsome    X .

3. Two babies     are crying     X     X .

4. The boys    play     X    soccer .

G

① Kelly / ice cream / likes ② the singer / handsome / looks  

③ are crying / two babies           ④ the boys / soccer / play

Subject  Verb Complement Object

Matt and I walk to school. 

ice cream  X likes Kelly 
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Key Points

|  UNIT 2

Nouns & ArticlesUNIT 02

Write the plural nouns or UC(uncountable) if the noun is uncountable.

1. fork  2. juice  3. bus  buses  

4. baby  babies  5. wolf  wolves  6. bread UC  

7. sheep sheep  8. health UC  9. paper  UC  

10. information  UC  11. gas  UC  12. toy  toys  

A

Write a, an, the or nothing (-).

1. Mr. Jackson is such   honest person.

2. The  moon is very bright tonight.

3. There is  a  pen on the desk. Please pass me the  pen.

4. She doesn’t like  -  horror movies.

B

 UC forks

Complete the sentences with the plural nouns.

1. The  brush their  teeth  after meals.

2. Two children  eat two sandwiches  for lunch.

3. Doctors  help sick  people .

4. Some Muslim  women  wear head scarves .

C

Check Up

Read the sentences and circle the two uncountable nouns.

1. There are a bottle of ketchup and a jar of honey on the table.

2. My mother always adds some milk in her tea.

3. Mr. Johnson has lots of work but he doesn’t have enough time.

4. Mrs. Carson spends a lot of money on antique furniture.

D

doctor / person                  

 woman / scarf                   

child / sandwich                   

boy / tooth

an 

boys 
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5UNIT 2 |  

E
Choose the correct answers.

1. There are many beautiful   in Europe.

(a) city (b) citys (c) cityes (d) cities

2. My teacher gave me  .

(a) a advice (b) advices (c) a piece of advice (d) a piece of advices

3. It is   important message. Please tell Mr. Tyler right now.

(a) a (b) an (c) the (d) ø 

4. Look at   sky! There are a lot of  .

(a) a - star (b) ø - stars (c) the - star (d) the - stars

5. After school, I play   violin and my brother plays   soccer.

(a) a - the (b) the - a (c) an - ø (d) the - ø  

Edit & Write

Choose the incorrect words and correct them.

1. My sister is putting an ice cream in the freezer.   

2. Bill buys two loaf of bread every week. (b) → loaves  

3. Mom, we need a bag of flours and a bottle of juice. (b) → flour  

4. Gavin speaks two languages, an English and Spanish. (c) → English  

5. The waters in the lake is very dirty. Don’t swim there. (a) → water  

F

Make sentences with a, an, the or nothing (-) in the simple present.

1. she / have / old bike   

2. they / look at / moon They look at the moon.  

3. I / read / interesting book I read an interesting book.  

4. it / be / great game It is a great game.  

5. fast food / have / too much fat  Fast food has too much fat.  

G

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

 She has an old bike.  

 (c) → ice cream
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Key Points

|  UNIT 3

Indefinite PronounsUNIT 03

Complete the dialogues with the given words.

1. something / anything A: I heard  loud last night.

B: Really? I didn’t hear anything .

2. somewhere / anywhere A: My car keys aren’t anywhere  at home! 

B: I think they’re somewhere  in your car. 

D

Choose the correct answers.

1. There is ( something / anything ) in my eye.

2. A mouse is ( somewhere / anywhere ) in the attic.

3. I won’t say ( something / anything ) about the rumor.

4. Is ( somebody / anybody ) in the bathroom?

A

Complete the sentences using every- or no-.

1. The comedian was so funny.  laughed so hard.

2. I don’t want to eat anything. I want nothing  for dinner.

3. The rescue team searched everywhere , but they didn’t find anything.

4. It was a school holiday. Josh met  nobody  at school.

B

Complete the sentences with the words in the box. 

1. Adam doesn’t remember  about the dream.

2. My hometown is the same as before. Nothing  has changed!

3. Tina is a flight attendant. She goes everywhere  in the world.

4. What do you do if  somebody  loves you?

C

Check Up

anything 

Everybody

something

somebody

anything

nothing

everywhere
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7UNIT 3 |  

E
Choose the correct answers.

1.   is at the door.

(a) Somebody (b) Anybody (c) Somewhere (d) Anywhere

2. My computer automatically turns off. Is there   wrong with it?

(a) something (b) anything (c) everything (d) nothing

3. Ricky broke his leg. He could go  .

(a) somewhere (b) nowhere (c) something (d) nothing

4. A: There is   in the cupboard. 

B: We should go grocery shopping, then.

(a) something (b) anything (c) everything (d) nothing

5. A: Did   call our home last night?

B: Yes,   called. But he called the wrong number.

(a) somebody - anybody (b) anybody - somebody

(c) something - anything (d) anything - something

Edit & Write

Choose the wrong words and correct them.

1. The squirrel is hiding anything. I think they’re nuts.   

2. I think everyone are equal under the law.  (b) → is  

3. Peter doesn’t want to go somewhere. He’s very tired. (c) → anywhere  

4. There is anybody in the park because it is too late. (b) → nobody  

F

Rewrite the sentences.

1. They are buying something. [ X ]  

2. There is somebody in the room. [ X ]  There isn’t anybody in the room.  

3. She went somewhere last night. [ ? ] Did she go anywhere last night?  

4. He saw somebody there. [ ? ]  Did he see anybody there?  

G

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

They aren’t buying anything. 

(b) → something
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Key Points

|  UNIT 4

Comparatives & SuperlativesUNIT 04

Write the comparative and superlative forms.

1. tall   2. hot hotter   hottest  

3. late  later   latest  4. easy easier   easiest  

5. much  more   most  6. bad worse   worst  

7. dangerous                8. famous     

A

B

Complete the sentences with the comparative or superlative forms.

1. The train station is  [close] than the airport from here.

2. The roller coaster is the  most exciting  [exciting] ride in this amusement park.

3. The blue whale is  bigger  [big] than the humpback whale.

4. Winter is the  best  [good] month for skiing in Korea.

C

Check Up

Write the adjective using as...as.

1. longer    2. faster as fast as   

3. higher  as high as   4. wider as wide as   

5. smartest   as smart as   6. thinnest as thin as   

7. most expensive            as expensive as   8. more delicious as delicious as   

Complete the sentences using as...as or not as...as. 

1. Tara and I are the same age. Tara is  I am. [old] 

2. Room A and B are the same size. Room A is  as large as  room B. [large]

3. Yesterday was colder than today. Today is not as cold as  yesterday. [cold]

4. Evan is thinner than Matt.  Matt is  not as thin as  Evan. [thin]

D

 as old as 

 as long as 

 tallest  taller 

closer  

more dangerous most dangerous   more famous  most famous
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E
Choose the correct answers.

1. Chad is   boy in our class.

(a) funnier (b) funnier than (c) the funniest (d) the most funny

2. That question is very simple. It’s as   as pie.

(a) easy (b) easier (c) easiest (d) easier than 

3. Musicals are   operas.

(a) popular than  (b) more popular than 

(c) most popular than (d) the most popular than

4. Venus is   planet in the solar system.

And Mercury is   to the sun.

(a) brighter than - closer (b) the brightest - closer than

(c) the brightest - the closest (d) the brighter than - the closer than

5. A: Does your brother eat   than you?

B: Yes, he does. He eats the   in my family.

(a) much - more (b) more - most (c) most - more (d) much - most

Write sentences using the given words with the comparative or superlative forms.

1. Ian / Peter [tall]   

2. Ian / Greg [tall]  Ian is as tall as Greg.  

3. Greg / Peter [heavy]  Greg is heavier than Peter.  

4. Ian [heavy]  Ian is the heaviest.  

G

Edit & Write

F
Circle the wrong words and correct them.

1. Math is more difficult then English.  

2. My computer is not as new yours. as new as  

3. The jet plane is the most fast of all the planes.  fastest  

4. This mobile phone is more cheap than that smartphone.  cheaper  

Ian Greg Peter

145 cm / 38 kg 145 cm / 35 kg 138 cm / 34 kg

than 

 Ian is taller than Peter.
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Key Points

|  UNIT 5

Participle AdjectivesUNIT 05

Complete the sentences with the present participles.

1. excite The new Harry Potter movie is  .

2. amaze  The four-fingered pianist’s concert was amazing .

3. confuse This city map looks very confusing .

4. bore Jordan had a  boring  weekend.

A

B

Check Up

Complete the sentences with the past participles.

1. scare The little girls were   of dogs.

2. interest  Daniel is  interested  in space and astronomy.

3. tire The workers were very tired .

4. embarrass      I was embarrassed  in front of many people.

Read and match the sentences.

1. a. The last scene of the movie is • • shocked.

b. Many people are • • shocking.

2. a. My score was • • very disappointing.

b. After the exam, I was • • very disappointed. 

C

D
Complete the sentences with the present participles or past participles.

1. surprise The result of the test was .

2. touch The students were  touched  by Tina’s speech.

3. annoy My brother always bugs me. I am annoyed  with him.

4. exhaust Dan had an  exhausting  day. He fell asleep very quickly.

 scared

exciting  

 surprising
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E
Choose the correct answers.

1. There wasn’t anybody   in the disaster.

(a) injure (b) injures (c) injuring (d) injured

2. Charlie’s leg is  . He can’t walk.

(a) break (b) breaking (c) broken (d) to break

3. Look at the   baby! She is just like an angel.

(a) sleep (b) sleeping (c) slept (d) to sleep

4. Rainy days are  . I’m   by this gloomy weather.

(a) depressed - depressing  (b) depressing - depressed

(c) depressed - depressed (d) depressing - depressing

5. Robert has a   smile. I was   to him.

(a) charming - attracting (b) charming - attracted

(c) charmed - attracting (d) charmed - attracted

Edit & Write

Choose the correct particles and unscramble the sentences.

1. tiring / tired             is             the man’s job             really

  

2. relaxing / relaxed             listen             music             to

Listen to relaxing music.  

3. exciting / excited             was             the boy             about             the game

The boy was excited about the game.  

4. breaking / broken             careful             be             with the             mirror

Be careful with the broken mirror.  

G

F
Circle the wrong words and correct them.

1. The story is quite pleased to the children.  

2. Brian knows a lot of words. He is a walk dictionary.  walking  

3. This lake is completely freezing.  frozen  

4. There are some boiling eggs on the plate.  boiled  

The man’s job is really tiring.  

pleasing 
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Key Points

|  UNIT 6

Simple Present vs. Present ProgressiveUNIT 06

Complete the sentences in the simple present or present progressive.

1. drink a. My parents usually  hot coffee in the morning.

b. They  are drinking  ice coffee now.

2. play  a. Brian is playing  tennis with his friend now.

b. Brian and his friend  play  tennis every Friday.

A

B

Check Up

Choose the correct answers.

1. Joanne ( needs / is needing ) her teacher’s help.

2. The elephant ( drinks / is drinking ) a lot of water now.

3. I ( don’t like / am not liking ) the color of these shoes.

4. The baby ( doesn’t sleep / isn’t sleeping ) in his cradle right now.

Complete the sentences in the simple present and present progressive.

1. a. My mother always   a cake on my birthday. 

b. Mrs. Carter   delicious cookies now.

2. a. The temperature in this city  falls  below zero in winter.

b. Wow! Leaves  are falling  down like rain now.

3. a. I  don’t read  English novels.

b. Mr. Jackson  isn’t reading  a newspaper now.

4. a. Julie and I  aren’t eating  snacks at the moment.

b. My sister doesn’t eat  meat. She’s a vegetarian. 

C

bakes 

fall                                     bake                                     not eat                                     not read

 drink 

is baking
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D
Choose the correct answers.

1. Mike and Terry   pancakes right now. 

(a) make (b) making (c) is making (d) are making

2. Korea   four seasons, spring, summer, fall and winter.

(a) have (b) has (c) is having  (d) are having

3. A:   your father   now?        B: Yes, he’s really busy.

(a) Is - work (b) Is - working (c) Does - work (d) Does - working

4. A: Where   you   now?

B: I’m going to the library.

(a) are - go (b) are - going (c) do - go (d) do - going

5. A: Does she   a new pair of shoes?

B: Yes, her old ones are worn out. She   a new pair.

(a) want - needs  (b) wants - need

(c) want - is needing  (d) wants - is needing

Edit & Write

Choose the wrong words and correct them.

1. I writing this postcard at a hotel in Rome now.  

2. My mother speaks Italian, but my father don’t speak it.  (c) → doesn’t  

3. My brother isn’t knowing about the Colosseum.   

4. We are learn about the history of the Roman Empire. (b) → learning  

E

Make sentences in the simple present or present progressive.

1. she / walk / to school  now.

2. Sam / remember / the girl  Sam remembers the girl  from the party. 

3. what / you / do  What are you doing  right now?

4. what / you / do  What do you do  in your free time?

F

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(a) → am writing  

She is walking to school 

(b) → doesn't know / knows
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Key Points

|  UNIT 7

Simple PastUNIT 07

D

Complete the sentences in the simple past.

1. wash Peter   his bike last Saturday.

2. sell   Mr. and Mrs. Lee  sold  their house two years ago.

3. not meet Roy didn’t meet  his friend yesterday.

4. not go  My family and I  didn’t go  to San Francisco last year.

A

B

Check Up

Complete the questions in the simple past.

1. He studied...  French yesterday?

2. They arrived...   Did they arrive  on time for the meeting?

3. She did...   Did she do  the dishes an hour ago?

4. You broke... Did you break  the vase a minute ago?

Choose the correct answers.

1. My sister and I ( make / made ) a snowman last week.

2. Tommy didn’t ( play / played ) tennis this morning.

3. My father ( run / ran ) a marathon last week but he didn’t ( win / won ) any prizes.

4. I didn’t ( feel / felt ) well last night, so I ( go / went ) to bed early.

C

Rewrite the sentences.

1. The boys played football. [ X ]  

2. Bill knew my address. [ X ] Bill didn’t know my address.  

3. Sandy enjoyed the party. [ ? ] Did Sandy enjoy the party?  

4. Your teacher gave you some advice. [ ? ] Did your teacher give you some advice?  

The boys didn’t play football. 

Did he study  

 washed 
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E
Choose the correct answers.

1. Patrick   to class very late yesterday.

(a) come (b) comes (c) came (d) coming

2. It   much last summer.

(a) rain (b) rains (c) not rained (d) didn’t rain

3. The children   the movie last night, but they   it much.

(a) watch - like  (b) watch - not like

(c) watched - don’t like (d) watched - didn’t like

4. Q: Did Simon   to Paris two years ago? 

A: Yes, he  . He’s still in Paris.

(a) move - does (b) move - did  (c) moved - does (d) moved - did

5. Q: Where   Anna travel in Europe last month?

A: She   Belgium from end to end.

(a) does - travel (b) does - travels  (c) did - travel (d) did - traveled

Edit & Write

Correct the underlined words.

1. Q: What did he wrote last night?  

A: He writes a book report. wrote  

2. Q: When does your mother get up yesterday?  did  

A: She is getting up at five o’clock. got up  

3. Q: Where did your cousins went?  go  

A: They were went to the park.  went  

F

Make sentences in the simple past.

1. Kyle / forget / about the party [ O ]

2. the kids / do / their homework [ X ] The kids didn’t do their homework. 

3. what / you / buy / at the store [ ? ]  What did you buy at the store?

4. when / your dad / eat dinner [ ? ]  When did your dad eat dinner?

G

 Kyle forgot about the party. 

 write 
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Key Points

|  UNIT 8

Past ProgressiveUNIT 08

Complete the sentences in the past progressive.

1. cook My mother   breakfast.

2. make  My sister and I  were making  the bed.

3. not take My father wasn’t taking  a bath.

4. not sit My grandparents  weren’t sitting  on the couch.

A

Complete the sentences in the simple past or past progressive.

1. watch My mother fell asleep while she  a movie.

2. ring Bill was reading a book when the telephone rang .

3. walk  While Jen was walking  to school, she met her teacher.

4. throw When you threw  a snowball, I was making a snowman. 

C

Check Up

D
Complete the questions and answers in the past progressive.

1. Q:  you  a bike? A: Yes, I  was .

2. Q:  Was  Eddie  waiting  in line? A: No, he wasn’t .

3. Q:  Was  Sarah jumping  a rope? A: Yes, she was .

4. Q: Were  the girls swimming  in the sea? A: No, they weren’t .

Complete the questions in the past progressive.

1. they / look   at the moon at ten last night? 

2. you / wear  Were you wearing  a hat and gloves yesterday?

3. Joe / sleep  Was Joe sleeping  at five o’clock yesterday?

4. the cat / chase  Was the cat chasing  the mice away?

B

jump 

wait

ride

swim

riding Were 

 Were they looking

was cooking  

was watching  
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E
Choose the correct answers.

1. It   a lot at nine o’clock last night.

(a) snow (b) snows (c) snowing (d) was snowing

2. The boys   basketball at 3 p.m. yesterday.

(a) don’t play (b) aren’t playing (c) didn’t playing (d) weren’t playing

3. Riley   an email when the electricity went out.

(a) writes (b) wrote (c) is writing (d) was writing

4. Q:   it raining when you left the house?

A: Yes, it  . It was pouring down.

(a) Did - did (b) Did - was (c) Was - did (d) Was - was

5. Q:   doing when I called you?

A: I was just having dinner.

(a) What did you (b) What you did (c) What were you (d) What you were

Edit & Write

F
Correct the underlined words.

1. At seven o’clock last night, I read.  

2. My parents were rest at 2 p.m. yesterday. resting  

3. Pat visited many places while he living in France. was living  

4. We did playing games when our dad came home. were / weren’t  

5. Q: I saw Ryan at the bus stop. Where is he going? was  

A: He going to his uncle’s house. was going  

Rewrite the sentences in the past progressive.

1. Somebody knocked on the door.  

2. Jack took his dog for a walk.  Jack was taking his dog for a walk.

3. The kids didn’t pay attention. The kids weren’t paying attention. 

4. Did you feel sick?  Were you feeling sick?

5. Who did he wait for? Who was he waiting for? 

G

was reading

Somebody was knocking on the door.  
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Key Points

|  UNIT 9

Present Perfect IUNIT 09

Complete the sentences in the present perfect.

1. Mr. and Mrs. Evans  in Florida for ten years. 

2. Tara  has heard  the song before.

3. Ryan  hasn’t played  rugby before.

4. My friend and I haven’t seen  the movie Titanic yet.

D

Fill in the blanks with the past and past participle forms of the verbs.

1. finish   2. tell told   told  

3. move moved   moved  4. write  wrote  written  

5. do  did   done  6. lose lost   lost  

7. eat  ate   eaten  8. speak spoke  spoken  

A

Complete the sentences in the present perfect.

1. know  I   Jane for three years.

2. be   My father has been  to India twice.

3. not win Chloe hasn’t won  the local game yet.

4. not read My friends  haven’t read  that book.

B

Complete the sentences in the present perfect.

1. you / work   at the bank since 2006.

2. she / study  She has studied  English for six years.

3. we / try We have tried  bungee jumping many times.

4. they / meet  They have met  my parents before.

C

Check Up

live    

hear

not see  

not play

 You have worked 

 have known

 finished finished

 have lived
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E
Choose the correct answers.

1. My aunt   in the library for eight years.

(a) work (b) works (c) has working (d) has worked

2. Mrs. Park   a professional golfer since 1981.

(a) is (b) was (c) been (d) has been

3. Daniel and his friend   at this hotel since last Sunday.

(a) stay (b) stayed (c) has stayed (d) have stayed

4. I   a letter to my teacher yet.

(a) don’t write     (b) didn’t written (c) haven’t written    (d) didn’t have written

5. The rain   since last week. I’m tired of this rain.

(a) doesn’t stop (b) didn’t stop (c) haven’t stopped (d) hasn’t stopped

Edit & Write

Make sentences with the given words in the present perfect.

1. you / win / the gold medal / twice

 

2. the student / learn / Spanish / for three years

The student has learned Spanish for three years.  

3. Jordan / not be / to Japan / yet

Jordan hasn’t been to Japan yet.  

4. I / not meet / famous singers / many times

I haven’t met famous singers many times.  

G

Circle the wrong words and correct them.

1. Susan has be sick for a week.   

2. We know Jane since 2005.  have known  

3. My cousin wants a pet since he was young.  has wanted  

4. I haven’t saw the shooting star before.  seen  

5. It doesn’t be sunny for a long time.  hasn’t been  

F

You have won the gold medal twice.  

been  
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Key Points

|  UNIT 10

Present Perfect IIUNIT 10

A

Complete the sentences in the simple past or present perfect.

1. snow   a. It   a lot last night.

b. It has snowed  a lot since yesterday morning.

2. not clean a. I   didn’t clean  my room yesterday.

b. I   haven’t cleaned  my room since last week. 

B

Complete the sentences in the present perfect and make questions and answers.

1. She   a gold medal from the Olympics. 

Q:  ? A: Yes,  she has .

2. You have been  to Russia.

Q: Have you been to Russia ? A: Yes,  I(we) have .

3. It has rained  a lot since last week.

Q:  Has it rained a lot since last week ? A: No, it hasn’t .

4. They have learned  Latin dance.

Q: Have they learned Latin dance ? A: No,  they haven’t .

C

Check Up

Complete the questions in the present perfect.

1. use  you  the new PC?   

2. ride  Has  he  ridden  a horse?

3. know How long  has  she  known  Brian?

4. visit How many times  have  they visited  Turkey?

win                                       be                                       learn                                       rain

 used Have

snowed

 has won 

Has she won a gold medal  
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D
Choose the correct answers.

1. I   to Thailand last year.

(a) go (b) went (c) has gone (d) have gone

2. Has your mother   Thai food yet?

(a) try (b) tried (c) trying (d) has tried

3.   your sister   her homework three hours ago?

(a) Does - finish (b) Did - finish (c) Was - finishing (d) Has - finished

4. Q:   it snowed since yesterday? A: Yes, it  .

(a) Did - did (b) Did - has (c) Has - did (d) Has - has

5. Q:   Jackie last week? A: No,  .

(a) Did you meet - I didn’t (b) Did you meet - I haven’t

(c) Have you met - I didn’t (d) Have you met - I haven’t

Edit & Write

E
Correct the underlined words.

1. Q: Has Kevin go paragliding?  

A: No, he didn’t. hasn’t  

2. Q: Has he in the national soccer team last year?  Was  

A: Yes, he were the national team’s leader.  was  

3. Q: When has your uncle get a new job?  did  

A: He gets a new job as a chef a month ago.  got  

4. Q: How long did you lived in Korea?  have  

A: I have living here since 2006.  lived  

F
Complete the dialogue in the simple past or present perfect.

A: How was your trip to Seoul?

B: It was wonderful.   to Seoul yet? [you / be]

A: Yes,  I have been  there once. [I / be]

B: When  did you go  there for the first time? [you / go]

A:  I visited  there two years ago. [I / visit]

gone  

 Have you been 
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Key Points

|  UNIT 11

GerundsUNIT 11

Complete the sentences using gerunds.

1.   the dishes is Ted’s daily chore.

2. My dad usually goes fishing  on Saturdays.

3. I’m interested in studying  space science.

4. The lady’s job is  selling  flowers.

D

Complete the sentences using gerunds.

1. make a card   is meaningful.

2. swim in the ocean  Swimming in the ocean  isn’t easy.

3. play golf His hobby is  playing golf .

4. bite my fingernails My bad habit is biting my fingernails .

A

Complete the sentences using the given words.

1. draw I enjoy  my portrait.

2. ask Tony keeps asking  about world history.

3. pay Thank you for paying  for our dinner.

4. be My sister is dreaming of being  a vet.

B

Circle the verbs taking gerunds and complete the sentences using gerunds.

1. cook My mother loves   Italian food.

2. build The beavers finished building  their house.

3. learn Susie never gives up learning  French.

4. rain I hope it stops raining  soon.

C

Check Up

fish

study

sell

do

 Doing

 cooking

Making a card 

 drawing 
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E
Choose the correct answers.

1.   children is hard work.

(a) Teach (b) Teaching (c) Taught  (d) Have taught

2. Diego imagined   in front of many people.

(a) sing (b) sang (c) sung (d) singing 

3. We were afraid of   that wooden bridge. 

(a) cross (b) crossed (c) crossing (d) to cross

4. Q: Does he   jogging along the river? A: Yes, he loves it. 

(a) like (b) want (c) hope (d) plan

5. Q: Do you mind   the window? A: Not at all.

(a) open (b) opened (c) opening (d) to open

Edit & Write

Circle the wrong words and correct them.

1. Fly there is faster than driving there.  

2. To becoming a famous actor is my dream.  Becoming  

3. I didn’t practice played the piano.  playing  

4. Linda went to shopping last Saturday.  shopping  

5. Brandon is bad at to keep secrets.  keeping  

F

Answer the questions using gerunds.

1. Q: What are you good at?

A:  [bake cookies] 

2. Q: What are they talking about?

A: They are talking about planning a trip.  [plan a trip]  

3. Q: What do you enjoy?

A:  I enjoy reading books.  [read books]

4. Q: What does she quit?

A:  She quits drinking coffee.  [drink coffee]

G

 Flying

 I am good at baking cookies.
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Key Points

|  UNIT 12

Infinitives IUNIT 12

Complete the sentences using infinitives.

1. buy Justin wants   a new dictionary.

2. study I would love to study  overseas.

3. count It is easy to count  to 100 in English.

4. drink  It isn’t good  to drink  too much soda.

A

Complete the sentences using the given words.

1. I go to bed  . [sleep]

2. I go to school  to learn . [learn]

3. I go to a bookstore  to buy  some books. [buy]

4. I go to an amusement park to have  fun. [have]

B

Complete the sentences using the given words.

1. hope / meet  I   you sometime soon again.

2. plans / go Carl plans to go  to the ice hockey game.

3. decided / move My parents decided to move  to the countryside.

4. pretended / know Emily  pretended to know  the answers in math class.

C

Check Up

Complete the sentences using infinitives.

1. The old lady wears glasses  better.

2. Press this button to start  the computer.  

3. I raise my hand to ask  a question.                

4. We arrived early to the concert to get  the best seats.

D

start   

get

 ask    

see

to see

hope to meet 

 to sleep

 to buy
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E
Choose the correct answers.

1. People use a broom   the floor.

(a) sweep (b) sweeping (c) to sweep (d) to sweeping 

2. The boy   his homework, but he didn’t do it again.

(a) promised do (b) promised to do (c) promised doing   (d) to promise do

3.   is exciting   a roller coaster.

(a) It - ride (b) It - to ride (c) This - ride (d) This - to ride

4. Eric enjoys   music. He expects   more.

(a) to study - to learn  (b) to study - learning 

(c) studying - to learn (d) studying - learning

5. Craig wanted   out somewhere, so he went  .

(a) to go - to fish  (b) to go - fishing

(c) going - to fish  (d) going - fishing

Edit & Write

Correct the underlined words.

1. We would love invite you to our party.  

2. Hailey agreed to sharing her sandwich with her friend.  to share  

3. It is good for your health eat fruit and vegetables.  to eat  

4. James went to the train station exchanging the ticket.  to exchange  

F

Rewrite the sentences using infinitives.

1. I write a diary in English because I want to improve my English writing.

2. Roy is saving money because he wants to go to Europe.

Roy is saving money to go to Europe. 

3. Luke went to the museum because he wanted to see Picasso’s paintings.

 Luke went to the museum to see Picasso’s paintings.

4. Becky wore high-heeled shoes because she wanted to look taller.

Becky wore high-heeled shoes to look taller. 

G

 to invite 

I write a diary in English to improve my English writing.  
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Key Points

|  UNIT 13

Infinitives IIUNIT 13

Complete the sentences using infinitives.

1. meet  I am glad   you.

2. get Sarah was surprised to get  a letter from Dan.

3. open This box isn’t easy  to open .

4. believe Mike’s story is hard  to believe .

A

Complete the sentences using too or enough.

1. Erica can’t work today. She is  . [tired]

2. I can’t drive a car. I am  too young . [young]

3. Bert can reach the top shelf. He is  tall enough . [tall]

4. The students can solve the problem. They are  smart enough . [smart]

B

Complete the sentences using the given words.

1. Alex was  the local news. [surprised / hear]

2. I was  lucky to pass  the difficult math test. [lucky / pass]

3. Argentina is  far to go  from my country. [far / go]

4. This weather is  perfect to play  outside. [perfect / play]

C

Check Up

D
Complete the sentences using too..to... or enough to.

1. Linda is   this movie. [enough / old / watch]

2. Thailand is too hot to visit  this time of year. [too / hot / visit]

3. Mr. Tyler was  fast enough to catch  the thief. [enough / fast / catch]

4. The hotel was  too expensive to stay at  in August. [too / expensive / stay at]

old enough to watch 

 surprised to hear

 too tired

 to meet 
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E
Choose the correct answers.

1. The basketball players were pleased   the tournament game.

(a) win (b) won (c) winning (d) to win

2. The road is always   to cross safely.

(a) to busy (b) too busy (c) enough busy (d) busy enough 

3. My uncle is   touch the ceiling of his room.

(a) tall enough (b) tall enough to (c) to tall enough (d) to enough tall

4. This potato soup is  .

(a) to hot too eat (b) too hot to eat (c) hot too eating (d) too hot eating

5. The laptop computer is  .

(a) carry convenient  (b) convenient to carry

(c) to carry convenient (d) convenient carrying

Edit & Write

Correct the underlined words.

1. His poems are enough difficult to understand.   

2. I was disappointed experience the poor service.  to experience  

3. The young boy was shy too to talk to the pretty girl.  too shy to talk  

4. Ryan is strong enough lifting a heavy box by himself.  strong enough to lift  

F

Rewrite the sentences using infinitives with adjectives.

1. They found out the result. They were happy.

 

2. I broke my mom’s favorite vase. I was sorry.

I was sorry to break my mom’s favorite vase. 

3. She can’t tell a lie. She is too honest. 

She is too honest to tell a lie. 

4. He can help many poor children. He is generous enough.

He is generous enough to help many poor children. 

G

too difficult

They were happy to find out the result. 
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Key Points

|  UNIT 14

PassiveUNIT 14

Choose the correct answers.

1. Henry Dunant ( awarded / was awarded ) the first Nobel Peace Prize.

2. I ( studied / was studied ) Japanese for three years at school.

3. This window ( broke / was broken ) by your little brother.

4. We ( spent / were spent ) too much money on music CDs.

A

Complete the sentences in the simple present passive.

1. bake This fresh bread  by Mrs. Jervis every day.

2. tell The stories  are told  by my grandmother.

3. play Soccer  is played  all over the world.

4. grow Bananas  are grown  in hot countries.

B

Complete the sentences in the present passive using the given verbs.

1. The new computer   [use] by Ethan today. 

2. A lot of animals are saved  [save] by the rescue team these days.

3. These model airplanes aren’t made  [not make] in China.

4. The tiger isn’t fed  [not feed] by the zookeeper every day.

C

Check Up

D
Complete the sentences in the passive.

1. Peter kicked the ball. The ball   Peter.

2. I drew these pictures. These pictures were drawn by  me.

3. Jane didn’t water the flowers. The flowers weren’t watered by  Jane.

4. You didn’t write this poem. This poem wasn’t written by  you.

 was kicked by 

 is used

 is baked
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E
Choose the correct answers.

1. The best carpets   in Turkey.

(a) make (b) made (c) making (d) are made

2. This machine   by the engineer yesterday.

(a) fixes (b) fixed (c) is fixed (d) was fixed

3. My cousins   in Toronto last year.

(a) is born (b) are born (c) was born (d) were born

4. The first FIFA World Cup   in Uruguay in 1930. 

(a) holds (b) held (c) was held (d) were held

5. John F. Kennedy   the president of United States in 1961.

(a) elects (b) elected (c) is elected (d) was elected

Edit & Write

Circle the wrong words and correct them.

1. Chocolate is eating all over the world.  

2. Robert invited to the house-warming party last Sunday.  was invited  

3. The streets are cleaned to the street cleaner every day.  by  

4. James Cameron was directed the movie Avatar.  directed  

5. These cars don’t produce in Japan.  weren’t produced  

F

Rewrite the sentences in the passive. 

1. Everyone loves Mickey Mouse.

2. Mr. Hagen teaches the students.

 The students are taught by Mr. Hagen.

3. Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone.

The telephone was invented by Alexander Graham Bell. 

4. Leonardo da Vinci painted the Mona Lisa.

The Mona Lisa was painted by Leonardo da Vinci. 

G

Mickey Mouse is loved by everyone.

eaten 
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Key Points

|  UNIT 15

Information QuestionsUNIT 15

D
Complete the questions with which or whose.

1. Q:  pen is this? A: It’s mine.

2. Q:  Which  dress do you want? A: I want the red one.

3. Q:  Which  fruit do you like, oranges or melons? A: Oranges.

4. Q: Whose  car are you going to drive? A: Paul’s.

Fill in the blanks with how tall, how far, how long or how often.

1. Q:   is your school from here?  A: Two blocks away.

2. Q:   How tall  are you? A: 156 centimeters.

3. Q:   How long  does it take to boil eggs? A: About 20 minutes.

4. Q:  How often  do you go for a walk? A: Every day.

A

C

Check Up

Match the questions to the right answers.

1. What color are your eyes? • • He went to the left.

2. Whose bike is that?    • • They’re brown.

3. What time did the movie start?  • • It’s Johnny’s.

4. Which direction did he go to, right or left? • • It started at 10:20.

B

Fill in the blanks with the correct words and how.

1. Q:  is the box? A: It’s almost 20 kilograms.

2. Q:  How much  is a ticket to Rome? A: It’s 130 dollars.

3. Q:  How fast  is motorcycle? A: It’s faster than bicycle.

4. Q:  How big  is your apartment? A: It has three bedrooms.

Whose

How heavy 

How far

big

fast

much

heavy
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E
Choose the correct answers.

1. Q:   did you stay in Mexico? A: I was there for a week.

(a) How far (b) How often (c) How long (d) How many

2. Q: How often does your dad read a newspaper? A: He reads it  .

(a) today (b) every day (c) the newspaper (d) Tony’s

3. Q:   birthday is today? A: It’s Maria’s birthday.

(a) How (b) What (c) Which (d) Whose

4. Q:   size does she wear for pants? A: She wears size 2.

(a) Who (b) What (c) Whose (d) How

5. Q:   music do you like better, jazz or rock? A: I like jazz better.

(a) How (b) Where (c) Which (d) Whose

Edit & Write

F
Correct the underlined words.

1. Q: This tree is huge. How tall is the tree?  

A: It is over 200 years.

2. Q: I like baseball very much. How sport do you like? What sport  

A: I like baseball too. Let’s play together sometime.

3. Q: It’s a great painting. Who painting is this?  Whose painting  

A: It’s Monet’s painting. It’s called Water Lilies. 

G
Choose the correct question words and make questions.

1. Q:   ( how much / how many )
A: It costs 25 dollars.

2. Q: How long does it take to go there?  ( how long / how often )
A: It takes over an hour to go there.

3. Q: Whose dog is it?  ( which dog / whose dog )
A: It is Mike’s dog.

4. Q: What season do you like?  ( what season / whose season)
A: I like spring.

How much does it cost? 

How old
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Key Points

|  UNIT 16

Tag QuestionsUNIT 16

Complete the tag questions and answers.

1. Q: Evan’s father is Italian,  ? A: Yes, he is .

2. Q: The kids played soccer, didn’t they ? A: No, they didn’t .

3. Q: Your mother wasn’t upset, was she ? A: Yes, she was .

4. Q: You don’t eat pork,  do you ? A: No,  I(we) don’t .

D

Complete the tag questions.

1. Today is Sunday,  ?

2.  Your brother was here yesterday, wasn’t he ?

3. The dog sleeps in its house, doesn’t it ?

4. Tom’s parrots can’t speak, can they ?

A

C

Check Up

B
Complete the tag questions and answers.

1. a. Q: Are you Mike’s friend?    A: Yes,  .

b. Q: You are Mike’s friend,  aren’t you ?  A: Yes,  I am .

2. a. Q: Do your parents like tea?     A: No, they don’t .

b. Q: Your parents don’t like tea, do they? ? A: No, they don’t .

Complete the tag questions and match the answers.

1. Mrs. Lee can speak English,  ? • • Yes, I did.

2. You finished your homework, didn’t you ? • • Yes, he does.

3. Bill doesn’t like fish,  does he ? • • No, they aren’t.

4. Your cousins aren’t British, are they ? • • No, she can’t.

 can’t she

 I am 

isn’t it 

isn’t he
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E
Choose the correct answers.

1. Q: You will come to my party,   you? A: Of course, I will.

(a) will (b) will not (c) won’t (d) won’t not

2. Q: Those glasses aren’t yours, are  ? A: Yes, they are mine.

(a) these (b) those (c) they (d) it 

3. Q: Frank didn’t make this pie,  ?  A: No, he didn’t. He bought it.

(a) did Frank (b) didn’t Frank (c) did he (d) didn’t he

4. Q: Your mother owns a restaurant,  ? A: Yes, she does.

(a) does she (b) doesn’t she (c) is she (d) isn’t she

5. Q: Mrs. Miller is a doctor, isn’t she? A:   She’s a vet.

(a) Yes, she is. (b) Yes, she isn’t. (c) No, she is.  (d) No, she isn’t.

Make tag questions.

1. I think Julie is very smart.   

2. I think it was warm yesterday.  It was warm yesterday, wasn’t it?  

3. I think you take sugar in your coffee. You take sugar in your coffee, don’t you?  

4. I think Alex can’t cook pasta. Alex can’t cook pasta, can he?  

5. I think they didn’t see the moon. They didn’t see the moon, did they?  

G

Edit & Write

Choose the wrong words and correct them.

1. Q: It is a beautiful day, doesn’t it? A: Yes, it is.  

2. Q: These dishes look tasty, don’t these? A: Yes, they do. (b) → they  

3. Q: You were at home, weren’t you? A: No, I was.  (d) → wasn’t  

4. Q: Mark can’t drive a truck, can he? A: Yes, he can’t.  (d) → No  

5. Q: She didn’t remember you, didn’t she? A: No, she didn’t. (b) → did  

F

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(a) → isn’t 

Julie is very smart, isn’t she? 
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Key Points

|  UNIT 17

Modal I: AdviceUNIT 17

D

Fill in the blanks with should or shouldn’t.

1. You  eat much fast food.

2. You should  wash your hands before you eat.

3. You  shouldn’t  put too much salt in your food.

4. You should  brush your teeth three times a day.

A

C

Check Up

B
Complete the sentences using had better or had better not.

1. study I  harder for the next test.

2. wash Tom’s shoes are dirty. He had better wash  them.

3. run You  had better not run  in the hallway. It’s slippery.

4. make The baby is sleeping. We had better not make  a noise.

Complete the sentences using should or shouldn’t.

1. help Friends   each other.

2. respect Students should   respect  their teachers.

3. litter People shouldn’t  litter  in the national park.

4. watch Children shouldn’t   watch  TV for too long.

Match the sentences and fill in the blanks with had better or had better not.

1. The roads are icy. • • He  had better  turn down the volume.

2. This movie is violent. • • I  had better  put some sunscreen on.

3. The sun is very strong. • • You   drive fast.

4. The music is too loud. • • We had better not  watch it with young kids.

help should 

 shouldn’t 

 had better study

had better not 
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E
Choose the correct answers.

1. A: Wow! It’s so quiet here.                          B: We   talk loudly in the temple.

(a) should (b) shouldn’t (c) had better (d) should better

2. A: I want to travel to China.    B: You   basic greetings in Chinese.

(a) should learn  (b) learn should (c) should learning (d) should to learn

3. A: Susan is putting on weight. B: Yes, she   go on a diet.

(a) has better (b) have better (c) had better (d) having better

4. A: Sharks sometimes appear at this beach. B: You   here.

(a) should swim (b) shouldn’t swim (c) should swim not   (d) not should swim

5. A: I have a headache. B: You   late.

(a) had better stay up (b) had better not stay up

(c) hadn’t better stay up (d) not had better stay up

Edit & Write

Circle the wrong words and correct them.

1. You should to wear a coat. It’s cold outside.  

2. Gina’s backpack is very old. She has better get a new one. had  

3. I hadn’t better eat any more cookies. I have had enough.  had better not  

4. He should think more deeply. He not should decide too quickly. should not(shouldn’t)  

F

Unscramble the sentences.

1. very careful with / be / this knife / you / should 

  

2. had better / on time / we / arrive / at the meeting

 We had better arrive at the meeting on time.  

3. park / shouldn’t / his car / Mr. Harrison / here 

Mr. Harrison shouldn’t park his car here.  It’s for the handicapped.

4. I / eat / not / had better / this food

 I had better not eat this food.  It doesn’t smell good.

G

You should be very careful with this knife.

 wear 
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Key Points

|  UNIT 18

Modal II: PossibilityUNIT 18

Fill in the blanks with must or can’t.

1. Peter doesn’t speak Italian. He  be from Italy.

2. Jane always wears different clothes. She must  have a lot of clothes.

3. This jacket is too small for you. It  can’t  be yours.

4. You have a lot of music CDs. You must  be interested in music.

B

Check Up

Fill in the blanks with may or may not.

1. Amy likes plants a lot. I  buy this plant for her.

2. Take this umbrella with you. It may  rain tonight.

3. The traffic is pretty bad. She  may not  arrive on time.

4. The workers are very busy today. They may not  have time to rest.

A

Choose the correct words and complete the sentences.

1. There are a lot of hotels on the main street.

You ( might / might not )  a cheap one there.

2. Jane and I had a lot of work today. We are very tired.

We ( might / might not ) go  to your party.

3. Ann has lived in America for ten years.

She ( must / can’t )  speak  English fluently.

4. Ian’s uncle doesn’t know anything about medicine.

He ( must / can’t )  be  a doctor.

C

speak                                       find                                       be                                       go

find 

 can’t

may  
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D
Choose the correct answers.

1. Aliens might   on other planets in the universe.

(a) live (b) lived (c) living (d) to live

2. Jason, you   hungry. Let’s go out for lunch. 

(a) must (b) must be (c) can’t (d) can’t be

3. A: Are you sick now? B: Not sure. I   have a cold.

(a) may (b) must (c) may not (d) can’t 

4. A: Is he Ann’s brother? 

B: He   be Ann’s brother. She doesn’t have a brother.

(a) may (b) might (c) can’t (d) must

5. A: What will you do tomorrow?

B: I’m not sure. I   go out at all. I might stay at home.

(a) may (b) have to (c) might not (d) must not

Edit & Write

Correct the underlined words.

1. Justin keeps coughing. He must to have a cold.   

2. I’m not sure, but we travel may to Greece this summer.   may travel  

3. My sister might go hiking with you. She has hurt her leg.   might not go  

4. The dog always sits on my dad. It must likes him.   must like  

E

Rewrite the italic sentences using the given words.

1. The traffic is really bad. We are late for the meeting.

might   

2. Debbie is very sick. You won’t meet her at the meeting.

may not You may not meet her at the meeting. 

3. Olivia is Kyle’s next door neighbor. Kyle knows her very well.

must  Kyle must know her very well.

4. The restaurant is empty. The food isn’t good.

can’t The food can’t be good. 

F

 must have 

We might be late for the meeting. 
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Key Points

|  UNIT 19

PrepositionsUNIT 19

Check Up

Fill in the blanks with the correct prepositions.

1. I am satisfied  the final test result.

2. My dog is excellent at  finding its bones.

3. Children are crazy about  the new video game.

4. Please be careful with  the glass vase. 

5. Are you ready for  the big match on Friday?

C

A

B

D
Complete the sentences with the correct words in the box.

1. These books are mine. They  me.

2. The bears came down to the river to look for  food.

3. Lunch is on me today. Don’t worry about  paying for it.

4. Eric is a pretty reliable person. You can  depend on  him.

worry about                      belong to                      depend on                      look for

Write about, at, for, from, of, in or with.

1. good   2. full  of  3. worried about  

4. late  for  5. satisfied with  6. interested  in  

7. fond  of  8. famous  for  9. different from  

Write at, to, for, of, about or on.

1. pay   2. rely  on   3. laugh at   

4. worry  about  5. wait for   6. forget about   

7. shout  at   8. listen to  9. take care of  

belong to

with

 for    

 at  

* Some may have multiple answers.
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E
Choose the correct answers.

1. The city park is full   children and old people.

(a) at (b) in (c) of (d) on

2. Something strange happened   me yesterday.

(a) at (b) for (c) of (d) to

3. Thank you   trying to understand me.

(a) about (b) for (c) of (d) with

4. Kevin is very   different cultures.

(a) look at (b) belong to (c) forget about (d) interested in

5. Don’t wear these red pants. People will   you.

(a) laugh at (b) look for (c) thank for (d) rely on

Edit & Write

Circle the wrong words and correct them.

1. Mr. Ford was scared with heights.  

2. How long do I have to wait of the ride? for  

3. You should think on poor children in other countries.  about  

4. My uncle takes care for horses on the farm.  of  

F

Unscramble the sentences.

1. at / she / isn’t / writing English / very good 

2. is / different / his story / from the truth 

 His story is different from the truth.

3. of / are / many people / proud / their countries 

Many people are proud of their countries. 

4. I / look / after / had to / my baby sister 

 I had to look after my baby sister.

5. will / our teacher / for / we / ask / advice 

We will ask our teacher for advice. 

G

of 

She isn’t very good at writing English. 

* Some may have multiple answers.
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Key Points

|  UNIT 20

ConjunctionsUNIT 20

D
Fill in the blanks with so, because or although.

1. Bailey couldn’t do his homework  his computer didn’t work.

2. It rained a lot yesterday,  so  we wore raincoats.

3. Billy wanted to eat more  although  he had a big lunch.

4. Pam doesn’t have many friends  because  she is very selfish.

Choose the correct answers.

1. a. The fog was very thick, ( so / because ) I had to drive slowly. 

b. I had to drive slowly ( so / because ) the fog was very thick.

2. a. We were proud of ourselves ( because / although ) we won the game.

b. We were proud of ourselves ( because / although ) we didn’t win the game.

B

Check Up

Choose the correct answers.

1. Lynn likes to eat vegetables, ( and / but ) she doesn’t eat onions.

2. Is your mother older ( or / before ) younger than your father?

3. I want to stay at home ( and / when ) it’s rainy.

4. My brother doesn’t drink water ( or / after ) he finishes meals.

A

Fill in the blanks with and, but, or or when.

1. We can either go fishing  we can go swimming.

2. The principle stood up and  he made a short speech.

3. Mrs. Davis is rich, but  she doesn’t spend much money.

4. What do you do when  you are sad?

C

because

or
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E
Choose the correct answers.

1. My mother usually sings   she is happy.

(a) and (b) but (c) so (d) when

2. Which do you like better, to study alone   to study in a group?

(a) but (b) or (c) when (d) although

3. Julie’s English got better   she studied in America for three years.

(a) or (b) after (c) so (d) although

4. Mr. William wants to travel around the world   he gets too old.

(a) before (b) and (c) so (d) but

5. Brent and Tom look very different   they are twins. 

(a) and (b) or (c) when (d) although

Edit & Write

Correct the underlined words. 

1. Olivia was wearing a scarf so it was chilly.  

2. Kelly wanted to sleep and she had to study.  but  

3. I couldn’t pass the exam because I studied hard.  although  

4. Tony had a cold, because he took cold medicine.  so  

F

Choose the correct words and rewrite the sentences using the conjunction.

1. I like fruit. My brother doesn’t like fruit.

( but / although ) 

2. The bus stopped at the bus stop. Some people got off.

( and / or ) The bus stopped at the bus stop and some people got off. 

3. My mom bakes a cake. We have a birthday party.

( after / when ) My mom bakes a cake when we have a birthday party.

4. We didn’t know the town. We asked for directions.

( so / although ) We didn’t know the town, so we asked for directions.

5. He can walk to school. He lives near the school.

( before / because ) He can walk to school because he lives near the school. 

G

I like fruit but my brother doesn’t like fruit.   

because
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